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KEY POINTS TO DISCUSS WITH YOUR CHILD BEFORE THEY ENTER
INTO A ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIP:
MODEL AND GIVE EXAMPLES OF WHAT A HEALTHY RELATIIONSHIP IS
Emphasize that all healthy relationships should have trust, honesty, respect,
communication, and understanding.
A healthy relationship will allow both partners to explore personal interest, have other
friends and remain their individuality while being a couple.
EXPLAIN WHAT AN UNHEALTHY RELATIONSHIP IS
According to breakthecycle.org, an unhealthy relationship is defined as “an imbalance
in which one partner tries to exercise control and power over the other through
threats, emotional abuse, and physical abuse. At its most extreme, an unhealthy
relationship can include name-calling and insults, withholding of money or other
resources, threats to isolate a person from friends and family, coercion, violent acts,
stalking and significant physical injury ".
DISCUSS DIGITAL ABUSE
Digital abuse can include:
Constant unwanted calls or texts.
Harassment/cyber bullying on social media.
Sexting – Pressure to send nude or private pictures or content.
Using social media, texts, calls to monitor whereabouts, send insults, or control other
relationships.
Pressuring their partner for their passwords to social media sites and email.
HELP THEM DEFINE BOUNDARIES
It is important for every teen to establish personal boundaries. Boundaries can help
protect them against physical and sexual abuse in a relationship. It lets each person in
the relationship understand each other's values and what is okay for them and what is
not. Emphasize family values and how it translates to romantic relationships. It is also
important for your child to know that their partner has values that needs to be
respected too.
LOOK FOR SIGNS OF AN UNHEALTHY RELATIONSHIP
Signs of an unhealthy relationship includes a lack of mutual respect, failing to respect
your partner's boundaries and an inequality of power and control.
Source: https://www.poehealth.org/how-to-talk-with-kids-about-healthy-relationships/
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